FOR THE LOVE OF THE GAME

CLOSEST TO THE FLAG CHALLENGE
This creative challenge allows your imagination to roam free. Each player hits one traditional shot, along with one not so traditional shot. Punt a kickball, hit a tennis ball, launch a football, throw a Frisbee – the options are endless!

PUTTING CHALLENGES

 Extreme Putt-Putt
Create fun obstacles on one of our greens using anything from a bell cart or broom to a banquet chair.

 Blind Putting
This fun team building event has players pair up and designate one player to be the “blind” putter and one player to serve as the guide.

 Night Putting
Light up the putting green with our glow in the dark golf equipment and host a vibrant putt-putt championship under the stars.

FOOT GOLF
Soccer on a golf course? Foot golf requires no golf abilities or traditional clubs and balls. Place a hula hoop around a hole to create a larger goal. Players will start from designated tee boxes and kick a soccer ball towards the hula hoop. Using traditional golf scoring and alternate shot play makes this a fun, new sporting activity for all.

MOONLIGHT GOLF
Add a twist to the end of your late meeting or social activity by setting up a golf tournament in the dark! Professional staff will set up a glow-in-the-dark hole on the driving range where you and your group (depending on the size) can play a 1- to 3-hole tournament.

FRISBEE GOLF
You and your attendees can get fresh air, exercise, and enjoy the beautiful course with frisbee golf. This activity allows the flexibility based upon your available time. Whether it is a timed format, 9 holes, or the full 18.